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In 1977, Vogtmann [lo] proved that the groups O,.(k) are homology stable 
for any field k, k# [F,. That is, the natural homomorphisms H;(O,.(k); Z)-+ 
H;(O n + I,n+ i(k); Z) are isomorphisms for n sufficiently large. Recently, Betley [4] 
has extended this theorem to include local rings k. It is generally expected (and occa- 
sionally assumed) that the same is true if k=Z and, most likely, for a much larger 
class of rings as well, but no proof of this exists in the literature. As this fact, for 
k= Z’, is an essential ingredient in a forthcoming joint paper with R. Lee, I have 
undertaken to present a proof. The main result contained here is the homology 
stability of O,.(A) and SpZn(A), with twisted as well as untwisted coefficients, in 
the case where A is a Dedekind domain. Much of the discussion, however, is carried 
out in a broader context in the hopes that it can be used for still further generaliza- 
tions. In particular, it is conjectured that stability holds for any finite algebra A over 
a commutative ring k with noetherian maximal spectrum, and so as much of the 
theory as possible is developed in this setting. 
The bulk of the work, as always in proving homology stability, is the construction 
of highly connected simplicial complexes on which the groups act with ‘nice’ stabi- 
lizer subgroups. In this case, we use the simplicial complex arising from the partially 
ordered set of ‘hyperbolic unimodular’ sequences (see Section 3) which has the nicest 
possible stabilizer subgroups, namely lower-dimensional orthogonal or symplectic 
groups. The proof of the connectedness of this complex occupies Sections l-3. The 
methods used owe much to the work Maazen [8] and Van der Kallen [7]. The last 
section, Section 4, contains the stability theorems. 
1. Posets 
In this section we collect some general facts about posets (i.e., partially ordered 
sets). To a poset Y, we associate a simplicial complex whose k-simplicies are the 
ordered (k + 1)-tuples y. <_Y, < .a. <yk in Y. We denote by 1 YJ the geometric realiza- 
tion of this simplicial complex and by dim Y its dimension. For y E Y, we define 
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Ycy= {XE Y Ixry} 
and similarly for Ycy, Y>y, Y,, . The height of y E Y is defined by h(y) = dim( Y,,). 
We denote F={y~Y1h(y)~i} and Y’={y~Y(h(y)?i}. 
For n? - 1, we say Y is n-connected if Y is non-empty and 7ri( Y) = 0 for iln. 
For n< - 1, the condition n-connected is vacuous. A poset Y is n-spherical if 
dim Y = n and Y is (n - 1)-connected. A poset Y is Cohen-Macauly of dimension n 
(CM,,) if it satisfies 
(a) Y is n-spherical. 
(b) Y,u is (n -h(y) - 1)-spherical vy E Y. 
(c) Y+ is (h(y) - 1)-spherical bj, E Y. 
(d) Y>vfl Y+ is (h(y) - h(y’) - 2)-spherical E’y< y’. 
It is well known that if Y is CM,, then Y is CM, and Y’ is CM,_;. From this, one 
easily derives the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.1. Suppose Y is CM,. 
(i) If XC Y is such that &CX and for all XEX, Y,,CX, then X is (i- l)- 
connected. 
(ii) If XC Y is such that Y’cX and for all XEX, Y,,CX, then X is (n-i- l)- 
connected. 
Proof. (i) Consider the filtration of X by Xj = {XE X 1 h(x)<j}. Then X, = yi is 
CM,; hence in particular, it is (i- I)-connected. We show inductively that Xj is 
(i- I)-connected for all j? i. To obtain Xj from Xj~ ;, j>i, we attach cones to 
the link of each xEXj with h(x)=j. But linkx,x= (Xj)<,= Y,, which is (j-2) 
connected since Y is CM,. It follows from the Mayer-Vietoris and van Kampen 
theorems that Xj is (i- I)-connected. 
(ii) Replace Y by its opposite poset Yap and use (i). 0 
Let f: X- Y be a poset map (i.e., an order preserving set map). For ye Y, f/y 
denotes the subposet of X defined by 
f/v= {XEX If(X) =f-‘(Y5&. 
The following proposition is a generalization of a theorem by Quillen. (In [9] 
Quillen proves the case m = 1.) Our proof is similar to his. 
Proposition 1.2. Let m be a positive integer. Suppose f : X-t Y is a poser map such 
that Y is CM,, and f/y is (h(y) - m)-connected for every y E Y. Then X is (n -m)- 
connected. 
The main ingredient in the proof is the following lemma. Let F: Y+ Ab be a func- 
tor from Y to the category of abelian groups; i.e., for each y E Y, F(y) is an abelian 
group and for each relation y < y’, F(y < y’) is a homomorphism from F(y) to F(y’). 
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Lemma 1.3. Zf Y is CM, and F: Y-r Ab is such that F(y) = 0 whenever h(y) 2 m, 
then H,(Y; F)=O forprn-m. 
Proof. We can compute H*(Y; F) via the chain complex 
C,(Y; F)= ti F(G), a = f (- l)‘l3; 
YO<“‘<YP i=O 
where ai takes the (yo< ... <yP) component of C, to the (yo< ... <pi< ... <yP) com- 
ponent of CP_ , via ai = id,,,, if i>O, and 13, = F(yo<yl). First consider the case of 
a functor F such that F(y) = 0 whenever h(y) # rn - 1. In this case we have 
C,(Y;F)= u F(Yo) 
YO<“‘<YP 
h(yo)=m- I 
and a = Cf= 1 (- l)Qj since a, = 0. But this chain complex is isomorphic to a direct 
sum over h(yo) = m - 1 of the augmented chain complexes 
C,- r(Y>,; FcVo)) = u F(Yo), a= i (+'a;, 
YI<"'<YP i=l 
YO<YI 
c- 1 (Y>J”; F(Yo)) = F(Yo), E = id,,,, . 
This last chain complex is the standard complex for computing the reduced homo- 
logy of Y>YO with constant coefficients F(yo). Since Y is CM,, h(y,) = m - 1 im- 
plies Y,yO is (n -m - 1)-connected so we conclude that 
H,(Y; F)= @ fi&,(Y,,; F(y))=0 for pin-m. 
h(y)=m- 1 
To prove the lemma in general, we argue by induction on m. If m = 1, then 
FC_v) =0 for h(y)#O, so the lemma follows from the special case above. Suppose 
m22. Define F. to be the functor 
F(y) 
F,(y)= 0 
L 
if h(y)<m- 1, 
if h(y)rm- 1. 
Then there is a short exact sequence of functors O-rK+F-r Fo+O where K is a 
functor such that K(y) = 0 if h(y) #m - 1. By the previous paragraph we know 
H,(Y; K)=O for pin-m. 
and by induction 
H,(Y; F,)=O for pin-m+l. 
It follows from the long exact homology sequence that H,( Y; F) = 0 for p 5 n -m. 
0 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Suppose n - mz- 1. Let ye Y be an element such that 
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h(y) = n. Then f/y is non-empty by hypothesis, so X is non-empty. Now assume 
n -m 2 0. Associated to f: X+ Y is a spectral sequence 
where F4_: Y+Ab is the functor such that Fb(y) =H,(f/y). Define Fq: Y+Ab by 
pq((y) =H,(f/y). By hypothesis, pq((y) =0 whenever h(y)zq + m, so by Lemma 
1.3, HP(Y;pq)=Owhenp+q5n-m. For q>O, F,=I’,so this implies Ej,4=0 for 
p + q I n - m, q > 0. For q = 0, we consider the functor FO/FO. This functor is 0 on 
those y with f/y empty and is the constant functor to Z on 
f(x) = {y E Y If/y is non-empty}. 
By hypothesis f(X) contains all y with h(y)>m - 1, and if y ef(X), then clearly 
Y,,cf(X). It follows from Lemma 1.1 that f(X) is (n - m)-connected so 
From the long exact sequence associated to the coefficient functors O-+pO:,- F,+ 
F,,/FO -+ 0, we conclude that 
It follows that H,(X) = 0 for pr n - m. 
If n - m I 1, it remains to show that X is simply connected, or equivalently that 
pP(X; M) =O, pm-m, for any twisted coefficient system M. Here, a twisted 
coefficient system may be thought of as a functor M: X+ Ab which takes every 
morphism x<x’ to an isomorphism. Let iy : f/y+X be the natural inclusion. Then 
MO iy : f/y + Ab defines a twisted coefficient system on f/y, and we have a spectral 
sequence 
&r=&(Y; M,) * H,+,(X; M) 
where M,(y)=H,(f/y; Moi,). Now for any y, we can choose y’zy with h(y’)z 
m+ 1. This follows from the assumption that Y is CM, and nzm+ 1. Since 
f/ycf/y’cX, we see that MO iy is the restriction of the coefficient system MO iyr on 
f/y’. But by hypothesis, hCy’)z m + 1 implies that f/y’ is simply connected, so 
Moi, is in fact an untwisted coefficient system. We can therefore repeat the argu- 
ments in the first paragraph with F4 replaced by M4 = H,(,f/y; MO i,) and pq by 
a’, = pq (J/y; MO i,) to deduce that 
E2 _ Z forp=q=O, 
h4 - 
L 
0 for O<p+qSn-m. 
Hence fip(X; M) = 0 for pi n - m. 0 
Most of the posets considered in this paper will be posets of sequences. For any 
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set X, let B(X) denote the poset of nonempty sequences of distinct elements of X, 
with (~1, .. , u~)s(w~, . . . , Wj) if (01, . . . , uk) is an (order preserving) subsequence of 
(w i, . . . , wj). The general theory of such posets is developed in [5], [7], and [S]. We 
say a subposet FC a(X) satisfies the chain condition if 
(i) u E F implies @(X),,C F, and 
(ii) u E F implies every permutation of the sequence n = (ui, . . . , uk) is in F. 
(This definition is the one used in [5], but is slightly stronger than that of [7] and 
[8].) If u< w in B(X), let w\ u denote the subsequence of w complimentary to u. 
For FC B(X), o = (ul, . . . , uk) E B(X), define 
F”={(W,,...,Wj)EFI(W,,...,Wj,U1,...,Uk)EF}, 
Z”F={WE@(XU{~ ,,..., z,})~z=(z~ ,..., z,)<w and w\z~F}. 
These constructions arise when studying the link of a vertex in IFI. In particular, 
if o E F, the link of o in IFI is the geometric realization of 
link,u={wEFIo<w or u>w}=F<,*F,, 
where * denotes the join. Now, if F satisfies the chain condition, then IF<,1 is 
homeomorphic to a (k- 2)-sphere and F,, is isomorphic to Zk(F,) (by sending Ui 
to Zi). Hence 
Ilink,ol=Ek-lIZkFv/. 
This conclusion also holds under the slightly weaker hypothesis that F,, satisfies (i) 
in the definition of the chain condition and F,, satisfies (ii). 
For a non-empty set S, define 
FG)={((u,,s,),..., (~~,s~))E~(XXS)I(U~,...,~~)EF}. 
If u=(u,,..., uk) E B(X), let 
lul= length of u = k. 
The following are some useful technical lemmas whose proofs can be found in Sec- 
tion 1 of [5]. We assume FC B(X) satisfies the chain condition. 
Lemma 1.4. For any u E F, the inclusion IF, j -+ IFI is nullhomotopic. 
Lemma 1.5. Suppose d is an integer such that for any u E F, F, is (d - I vi)-connected 
and F is min( 1, d - 1)-connected. Let s, E S. Then the inclusion maps 
l,,:F-+Z”F: (u ,,..., Q)++(u ,,..., uk,z ,,..., z,), 
(so)* : F-‘F(S): (u,, . . . , Uk)++((h,SO), .. ..(tk.~o)), 
Ino( : F+Z”(F(S)) 
induce isomorphisms on nj for jld. 
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Lemma 1.6. Suppose Y c X. If d is an integer such that FII 8(Y) is d-connected and 
F, fI 8(Y) is (d - 1 o/)-connected for all v E F, then F is d-connected. 
2. Isotropic unimodular sequences 
For the remainder of the paper A will denote a finite algebra over a commutative 
ring k such that the space of maximal ideals, max(k), is noetherian of dimension 
m. All modules over A will be right modules. Many of the results which follow can 
be stated in terms of rings satisfying one of Bass’ stable range conditions [3, Ch. 
V, $31. However, as will become clear, parts of our discussion depend on having 
a good notion of the ‘rank’ of an A-module. For this reason we prefer to work with 
the rings A described above. In any case, most known examples of rings with stable 
range are of this form. 
Definition. Let M be a finitely generated A-module. We define the f-rank of M to 
be the largest integer n such that for each m E max(k), the A,,,-module A4, contains 
a free direct summand of rank n. 
One of the most important properties of the rings A we are considering is the 
cancellation theorem of Bass [3, Ch. IV, Corollary 3.51. 
Theorem 2.1. Let M,M’ and Q be A-modules such that Q is finitely generated pro- 
jective and M contains a projective summand of f-rank > m. Then MO Q G M’@ Q 
implies MG M’. 
Applying this to the algebra A over the local ring k (for which dim(max(k)) = 0) 
we obtain 
Corollary 2.2. Zf MzM’@ Ak, then f-rank(M) = k + f-rank(M). 
Definition. Let M be an A-module. A sequence (ul, . . . , ok) of elements of M is 
called unimodular in M if it forms a basis for a free direct summand of M. 
Bass also proves [3, Ch. IV, Corollary 2.71: 
Theorem 2.3. Zf f-rank ML~ + k, then M contains a unimodular sequence 
(u 1, . . . , ok). 
In 1979, Van der Kallen [7] proved that the general linear groups of A are homo- 
logy stable. To prove this, he considered the poset of unimodular sequences 
U(A”)=((Ul,...,Uk)E@(A”)l(UI,...,Uk) is unimodular in A”}. 
The natural inclusion A” CA”+ ’ induces an inclusion U(A”) C .(A”+ ‘) and we 
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set U= U(A”)= U,“=i U(A”). 
Theorem 2.4. (Van der Kallen [7]). The poset U(A”) is (n -m -2)-connected, and 
for any v E U, U(A”) fl U, is (n - m - 2 - 1 vi)-connected. 
We will need a slight generalization of this theorem. Let P be a finitely generated 
projective A-module and define 
U(P) = {(u,, . . . , ok) E B(P) 1 (vlr . . . , ok) is unimodular in P}. 
Choosing an embedding of P as a direct summand of A” gives an embedding of 
U(P) into U. It follows from the Cancellation Theorem 2.1, that for any two such 
embeddings a, p : P+ A m, there exists an automorphism y of A” such that y o a = /3. 
Thus the induced embeddings of U(P) into U are equivalent up to automorphism 
of U. It is therefore only a slight abuse of notation to view U(P) as subposet of U 
without specifying a particular embedding. 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose P is a finitely generated projective A-module which contains 
a free summand of rank n. Then U(P) is (n - m - 2)-connected, and for all v E U, 
U(P) fl U, is (n - m - 2 - 1 vi)-connected. In particular, this is the case whenever 
f-rankPrm+n. 
Proof. Since PzA”@ Q, we can embed P in A” as a direct summand in such a 
way that A”cP. Set F= U(P) = B(P)fl U, Y=A”, d=n- m-2. By Theorem 2.4, 
these satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 1.6. Hence F is d-connected. The same holds 
if we set F= U(P) n U,, Y= A”, and d= n -m - 2 - 1~1. As for the last assertion, if 
f-rank Pr m + n, then by Theorem 2.3, P contains a free summand of rank n. 0 
Example. If A is a Dedekind domain, then it is commutative and dim(max(A)) = 1, 
so we can take k = A, m = 1. In this case, the f-rank of a projective module P is just 
the rank in the ordinary sense, i.e., f-rank P= rank P= dim, PO* F where F is the 
field of fractions of A. 
Corollary 2.6. Let A be a Dedekind domain and let P be a projective (resp. free) 
module of rank n. Then U(P) is (n -+-connected (resp. (n - 3)-connected) and 
U(P) n Uu is (n - 4 - lo])-connected (resp. (n - 3 - I v/)-connected) for all v E U. 
We now introduce modules with forms. These have been studied extensively by 
Bak. We recall here some definitions and essential properties and refer the reader 
to [I] and [2] for more details. Assume A is equipped with an involution, z= 50, 
Z = a, Fix an element J. in k such that AX= 1. For a right A-module P, a sesquilinear 
form on P is a biadditive map /3 : P x P+A such that /3(xa, yb) = @(x, y)b for all 
x, y E P, a, b E A. For a sesquilinear form /3, let p be the form defined by p(m, n) = 
P(m, n). We say fl is I-hermitian if /3=,@ and even A-hermitian if /3=cw+ Aa for 
some sesquilinear form a. 
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Fix also an additive subgroup A of A (called a form parameter) such that 
(i) {a-~n/aEA}C/1C{aEAIa=-~a}, 
(ii) u&CA for all @EA. 
A A-quadratic module is a pair (P, p) where P is a right A-module and p is a sesqui- 
linear form. We associate to (P, /3) a A-quadratic form, qp: P+A/A defined by 
9&V = Mx, x)1 3 and an even A-hermitian form ( , jb = p + AD. A morphism of A- 
quadratic modules (P, p) + (P’, p’) is a linear map P+ P’ which preserves both the 
associated quadratic and A-hermitian forms. A /l-quadratic module (P, p) is non- 
singular if P is finitely generated projective and if the map P+ P* = Horn, (P, A) 
via x+(x, >/I, is an A-module isomorphism. The category of nonsingular A- 
quadratic modules and their morphisms is denoted by Q” (A,A). 
We can construct nonsingular A-quadratic modules as follows. Let Q be a finitely 
generated projective module and define a sesquilinear form Pe on Q@ Q* by 
Pe((x, f 1, (Y, g)> =fW. We denote the pair (QO Q3 De) by H(Q). Clearly H(Q) is 
nonsingular. A hyperbolic module is an object (P, p) of Q” (A, A) which is iso- 
morphic to H(Q) for some Q. If f-rank Q = n, we say that (P, p) is hyperbolic of 
rank ?n. 
Theorem 2.7 (Bak[l]). Suppose (P, /I) and (P’, j3’) are A-quadratic modules uch that 
(P, p) contains a submodule which is hyperbolic of rank >m. Then (P, /3) 0 H(Q) 2 
(P’, p’) @ H(Q) implies (P, p) E (P’, /I’). 
Let (P,/?) be a hyperbolic module. A direct summand LCP is isotropic if 
qfl(x) = 0 and (x, yjD = 0 for all x, y E L. For such an L, the submodule 
Ll ={xEPI(x,y)fl=O VYEL} 
is also a direct summand of P. A submodule Lo c P is called a hyperbolic dual for 
L if P= L’ @ LD, L, is isotropic, and the map L,+ L * via y-+(y, )P is an isomor- 
phism. In particular, (L @ L,, p 1 LoLD) is isomorphic to H(L). Such duals exist 
for every isotropic summand L (but are by no means unique), and they give rise to 
splittings of (P,p) into orthogonal submodules 
(p,P)=(LoL,,P”)o(LInL~,P’) 
zH(L)@(L’OL;J’) 
where p” and p’ are the restrictions of p to L @ Lo and L’ fIL6 respectively. In 
general, (L’ n L,$, p’) need not be hyperbolic, but an easy consequence of the can- 
cellation theorem above states: 
Corollary 2.8. Suppose (P, p) is hyperbolic of rankn and LcP is an isotropic 
summand which is free of rank k< n - m. Then for any hyperbolic dual L, of L, 
(L’ f3 Lb, p’) is hyperbolic of rank n - k. 
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Proof. By hypothesis, (P,P)=H(Q) for some Q with f-rank Q=n>m+k. By 
Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.2, we can write Q=:Ak@ Q’ with f-rank Q’= n - k. 
Thus 
(P,P)~:(Ak)OH(Q’)~:(L)O(L’nL~,P’). 
Since L=Ak, it follows from the cancellation theorem (Theorem 2.7) that 
H(Q’) = (Ll f-a;, p/j. 0 
We are interested in the groups G, = Aut(H(A”)), the automorphism group of 
H(A”) in Q’(A,/1). Note that if the involution on A is trivial, then setting A = - 1, 
/1= A gives G, = Sp,, (A), and d = 1, A = {a I2a = 0} gives G, = O,.(A) (cf. Theorem 
1.1 of [2]). To prove homology stability for these groups we consider the poset of 
isotropic unimodular sequences, 
IU(P,P)={(u,,..., uk) E (P) 1 the ui’s form a basis 
for an isotropic summand of P}. 
Note that ZU(P, j3) C U(P). To prove connectedness properties for IU(P, p), we 
compare it with the poset 
T(P, p) = {non-zero isotropic summands of P}, 
partially ordered by inclusion. In the case where A is a field and (P, p) is hyperbolic 
of rank n, Vogtmann proves in [lo] that T(P, p) is Cohen-Macauley of dimension 
n - 1. (She states the theorem only for the 0,. case, but the proof works without 
modification in our more general setting.) 
Theorem 2.9. Let A be a Dedekind domain (resp. PZD) and let (P, /I) be hyperbolic 
of rank n. Then IU(P, p) is (n - 5)-connected (resp. (n - 4)-connected). 
Proof. Let F be the field of fractions of A. Then FOA - gives rise to an iso- 
morphism of posets T(P, /3)= T(F@ P, /IF). Now (F@ P, pF) is hyperbolic of rank n 
over F, so by Vogtmann’s theorem, T(P,/3) is Cohen-Macauley of dimension 
n - 1. Consider the poset map f : IU(P, /3)-t T(P, /I) defined by f(wi, . . . , IV;) = 
(w ,, . . . , Wj > = the subspace generated by wI, . . . , Wj. NOW for WE T(P, P) we clearly 
have f/ W= U(W) and h(W) = rank(W). Let 6 = 0 if A is a PID and 6 = 1 otherwise. 
By Corollary 2.6, U(W) is (h(W) - 3 -a)-connected. We can thus apply Proposi- 
tion 1.2 to conclude that U(P, p) is (n - 4 - &-connected. 0 
In combining the theorems of Vogtmann and Van der Kallen to prove the con- 
nectedness of IU(P,p), we have taken the easy way out. Unfortunately, the hypo- 
theses of Vogtmann’s theorem forced us to restrict our attention to Dedekind 
domains. A more direct approach would probably produce a broader result. 
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Conjecture 2.10. If A is a finite algebra over a commutative ring k with 
dim(max(k)) = m, then there exists an integer a 1 m + 2 such that for any n and any 
hyperbolic module (P, p) of rank n, ZU(P, /I) is (n - a)-connected. 
3. Hyperbolic unimodular sequences 
Unfortunately, the posets ZU(P, /I) alone are not enough to prove homology stabi- 
lity. For this we need either ‘affine’ sequences (as in [7]) or ‘split’ sequences (as in 
[5]). The proof of Theorem 2.9 does not generalize to affine sequences because the 
correspondence between affine subspaces of P and affine subspaces of POA F is 
not surjective. In any case, the proof of stability is considerably easier if we use a 
version of ‘split’ unimodular sequences. In this case, the appropriate notion is that 
of hyperbolic unimodular sequences, that is, sequences belonging to the poset 
H~(P,P)=(((ul,w,),...,(Ok,Wk))E~(PXP)I(U,,...,uk)EzU(P,P), 
(w ~,...,w~)EIII(P,P), and (ui,Wj)p=6u} 
where 6, is the Kronecker delta. 
Remark 3.1. (1) The conditions qp(u) = q8(w) =0 and (u, w)~= 1 guarantee that 
{u, w} forms a basis for a free, hyperbolic direct summand of (P, fi). A simple induc- 
tive argument then shows that an equivalent definition for HU(P,p) is 
HL~(P,P)={((U~,~,),...,(U~,W~))E~(PXP)I(U~,...,O~) and 
(w r,...,wk) are isotropic, and (u;,w~)~=~~}. 
(2) The word ‘split’ in this context refers to the fact that if ((u,, wr), . . . , (ok, wk)) E 
HU(P,P), then W=(w, ,..., wk> is a hyperbolic dual for V=(u,, . . . , ok) and 
hence defines a splitting of (P, p) into orthogonal summands (P, j3)r H(V)@ 
(V’ n W’,p’) as described in Section 2. Conversely, given (u,, . . . . ok) EZU(P, /?) 
and an isomorphism (P, p)z H(V)@ (P’, p’), the dual basis (I$, . . . , u$) to 
(u r, . . . , ok) in I/* corresponds to a unimodular sequence (w,, . . . , wk) in (P, /I) such 
that ((ur, wr), . . . , (u,o +I) E HW’, PI. 
The connectedness properties of HU(P,P) can be derived from those of 
ZU(P, fi). In light of Conjecture 2.10, we will prove this in full generality. We 
continue to assume that A is a finite algebra over a commutative ring k with 
dim(max(k)) = m < 00. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose a L m + 2 is an integer such that for every n and every hyper- 
bolic module (P, /I) of rank n, ZU(P,p) is (n -a)-connected. Then HU(P,P) is 
+(n - a - I)-connected. 
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Corollary 3.3. Let A be a Dedekind domain (resp. PID). If (P, j3) is hyperbolic of 
rank n, then HU(P, /3) is +(n - 6)-connected (resp. +(n - 5)-connected). 
Lemma 3.4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, ZU(P,fi), is (n-a- lvi)- 
connected for all v E ZU(P, p). 
Proof. Induction on n. If n 5 1, there is nothing to prove. Assume n 12. Recall from 
Lemma 1.5 the construction 
F(S)= {((x,,s*), ***, (xk,Sk))EB(XXS)I(x,,...,xk)EF). 
Let v=(vi,..., Q)EZU(P,&. Set V=(u,, . . . . uk) and choose a hyperbolic dual W 
for V. Setting X= 1/l tl IV’ and p’=p Ix, we claim that ZU(P, /3), is isomorphic to 
ZU(X,p’)(V). To see this note that ZU(P,@),C@(V1). Let (wi, . . . . w~)E@(~/~). 
Since I” = VOX, we can write Wi =Si+Xi with S;E V, Xi EX. Clearly then, 
(w ,, **+,wt,ui, . ..9 uk) is unimodular if and only if (xi, . . . ,xt, ul, . . . , uk) is unimodular 
which is true if and only if (xi, . . . , xt) is unimodular. Moreover, qp(w;) = qb(Xi) and 
(Wi, Wj)B=(X~9Xj)fi9 so (w~,~~-~wf~u1~~~~9 uk) is isotropic if and only if (x,, . . . ,x,> is 
isotropic. It follows that 
ZU(P,P)“-tZU(XP’)(0 (w I,... ,Wt)~((X,,S,),...,(Xt,St)) 
is an isomorphism. 
Toprovethelemma,wesetF=ZU(X,~‘),d=n-a-~vj.Ifd~-l,thenn-~v~>m 
so by Corollary 2.8, (X, p’) is hyperbolic of rank n - 101 and by hypothesis, F is d- 
connected. For any w E F, F, = ZU(X, /3’), is (d- Iw/)-connected by induction. 
From Lemma 1.5, we conclude that ZU(P, p), E F( V) is d-connected. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let (P, j?) be hyperbolic of rank n 11. To compare ZU(P, p) 
and HU(P, /3) we embed them both in a larger poset 
MU(P, P) = {((un wi ), . . .9 (uk, wk)) E @(P X P) satisfying (i)-(iii) below}, 
(9 (4, . . . , ok) E zu(p, b); 
(ii) for each i, either Wi= 0 or (uj, Wi)p = 6,; 
(iii) (Wiy . . . . Wk) is isotropic. 
Clearly we can identify 
zU(P,P)=~wP,B)n@(Px {O)), 
HUU’, P> = MU@‘, P) n @W x P \ (0)) 
where P \ (0) denotes the nonzero elements of P. 
We first prove that MU(P, p) is (n - a)-connected. Let F= MU(P, /I), Y = P x { 0} , 
and d = n - a. Then Ffl 8(Y) = ZU(P, j3) is d-connected by hypothesis. Suppose v E F 
and consider F,,. Reordering if necessary, we can write 
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where WjZO forj=i+l,..., k. Let I’=(ui+i, . . . . Uk) and W=(Wi+t T..., w,>. Then 
(~,a)=(vg W,PVO(I+ n ~97 
where fi’, j3” are restrictions of j?. If n - k+i>m, then by Corollary 2.8, 
(VI n WI, /I’) is hyperbolic of rank n - k + i. From the definition of MU(P, p), it 
is easily verified that 
MU(P,P),=MLJ(I+~ wV)~~~,,~) ,.__, (D,,o)j. 
Intersecting this with B(Y) gives 
~~(p,P),na(Y)=zu(v’nw’,p’),,,,..,,,,,. 
By Lemma 3.4, this last poset is (n - k-a)-connected. (This is true even if 
n - k + i 5 m since in this case n - k - as - 2.) It now follows from Lemma 1.6 that 
MU(P, /I) is d-connected. 
We now prove by induction on n that HU(P, j?) is +(n - a - I)-connected. First 
observe that if - 1 I +(n -a - l), then ZU(P, p) is non-empty by hypothesis, so by 
Remark 3.2(2), HU(P, /3) is also non-empty. In particular, this proves the case n = 1. 
Suppose n > 1. Fix an integer ds +(n - a - 1). For an element 
u = ((01 Wl), . . ., (vi, w;>) E HU/(P, PI 
consider the poset HU(P,P),. Letting I/=(01,~--,ui), W=(W,,..., Wi>, and p’= 
PI vlnwl7 we have 
HU(PJ),=HU(V' fl W’J’) 
By induction, this is (d - +)-connected. NOW take u = ((ut, 0), . . . , (Vi, 0)) E ZU(P, /I) 
and consider HU(P, /I) nMU(P, p), . Arguing as in Lemma 3.4, a choice of hyper- 
bolic dual Vn for V=(ut, . . . . uk) gives rise to an isomorphism 
HU(P,P)nMU(PJ),=HU(V% &$,p’)<vX V>. 
By Lemma 1.5, this is also (d-$)-connected. 
Now set F= MU(P, /I) and filter F by the subposets 
Fo={((u,,w,),..., (uk, wk))) wi#o for some i}, 
Fi=Fi-IU{((ul,O),...,(ui,O))EZU(P,P)}, 
The inclusion j: HU(P, /I) c F. has a homotopy inverse h defined by taking u E F. 
to the subsequence of those (ui, wi) with w;#O. This follows since h oj=id, and 
job(o)< u implies job is homotopic to the identity on Fo. Hence HU(P, j?) is a 
deformation retract on F,. 
TO obtain the space [Fil from IFi- we attach a cone to the link of each 
u=((u,,O),..., (ui,O)) E Fj\ F,_l. As disussed in Section 1, this link is the (i- 1)st 
suspension of lZ’(Fi),l. Now (F;), is contained in F, and the deformation retrac- 
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tion h of F,, onto HU(P,P) induces a deformation retraction of Z’(Fi), onto 
Z’(HU(P, p) nF,). It follows from Lemma 1.5 and the discussion above that this 
last poset is (d- $)-connected. Suspending (i- I)-times, we conclude that the link 
of o is (d+ ii- I)-connected. In particular, if iz2, iFi1 is obtained from IF;_ ,/ by 
attaching cones to d-connected subspaces. Thus for jrd, 
If i = 1, the link is only (d-+)-connected. In this case, we have nj(HU(P, P)) = 
ncj(Fo) = nj(F,) = 0 providing j< d, but for j = d we get only a surjection 
The surjectivity here follows from the Meyer-Vietoris sequence (or the van Kampen 
theorem if d= 1) and the fact that n,(F,) =O. On the other hand, if u = 
(u, 0) E F, \ F,, we can choose w such that (u, w) E HU(P, /I) and define a map 
Y : HU(P, &,, w, + link,, v 
by ((XI 3 YI), . . ., txj,Yj))~(txl,Yl),..., (Xj, yj), (u, 0)). We claim that Y induces an iso- 
morphism on rrd. This follows immediately from Lemma 1.5 since there is a com- 
mutative diagram 
‘link, v 
I 1, o(O)* I 
HU( I/l f-I W’, p’) -Z’(HU( 1/l fl WI, p’))<Vx I’> 
where V=(u), W=(w) and I, o (0), is the map defined in Lemma 1.5. 
Combining these observations, we get a commutative diagram 
where the horizontal maps are induced by the natural inclusions. But by Lemma 1.4 
the inclusions HU(P, /I&,, ,+,) + HU(P, p) are nullhomotopic for all (u, w). We con- 
clude that the bottom map of the diagram is the zero-map, so nd(HU(P, p)) = 0. 
This completes the induction. 0 
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4. Stability 
Let G, be the group of automorphisms of H(A “) in Q’(A, A). In this final sec- 
tion we show how homology stability of the groups G, follows from the connected- 
ness of the posets of hyperbolic sequences. 
Let {e,, . . . , e,} be the standard basis for A” and let {f,, . . . , f,, }be the dual basis 
in (A”)*. Using this basis, we may view elements of H(A”) as row vectors and G, 
as a subgroup of GL,,(A) acting on H(A”) from the right. We identify the per- 
mutation group Z,, with a subgroup of G, by letting o E& represent the automor- 
phism of E&4”) which permutes the standard basis according to o, i.e., eio = e(+,, 
f;o =fcijo. The inclusion of Anmk into A” as the first n - k factors induces an ‘up- 
per left’ inclusion map 
There is also a ‘lower right’ inclusion map 
J:G,_,-‘G,: [“c ;] ++ [*I 
induced by the inclusion of An-k into A” as the last 12 -k factors. (In general, we 
will use I and J to denote any upper left, resp. lower right, inclusion map G,-+ G,, 
r<s. The size of the groups will be clear from the context.) 
Setting HU,=HU(H(A”)), there is a right action of G, on HU, by 
((u,,Wi),...r (uk, w,k)) ’ g = ((u,g, w,g), . . . 1 (ukg? w,g)h 
It is an immediate consequence of the cancellation theorem (Theorem 2.7 and Cor- 
ollary 2.8) that G, acts transitively on length k sequences in HU,, providing 
k< n - m. It follows that the stabilizer subgroups of such sequences are all conju- 
gate. In particular, the stabilizer of ek= ((e,, f,), . . . , (ek, fk)) e HU,, is the image of 
G n_k under the lower right inclusion map J: G, _k+ G,. 
Now suppose a~ m + 2 is an integer such that HU, is +(n - a - I)-connected. Set 
d= [+(n -a - l)] = the greatest integer less than or equal to +(n - a - 1). Then the 
simplicial chain complex for HU,, 
with C;= the free abelian group on {u E HU,, 1 /01= i+ l}, is exact. Denote this exact 
sequence by K* = K,(A”), with K, = Z, K, = Co, etc. Let M be any left G,-module 
and let F*+M be a resolution of A4 by free G,-modules. Then the double complex 
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K, @zo, F* gives rise to two spectral sequences. One of these is identically zero 
since K* @ free is exact, hence both spectral sequences converge to 0. The other has 
E&=Hg(Kp@F*). Assuming n-a20, it is easy to check that d+2<n-m, so by 
the discussion above, for 1 spud+ 2, KP is generated as a G,-module by eP. Thus 
KPOHG, F+ = z’[G,, /J(G,-,)I @LG, F*z if? @LG,_, J,*F, 
where J,F* is just F* viewed as a complex of G,_,-modules via J: Gn_r+ G, . It 
follows that for Osp<d+2, 
E;,,=HH,(G,p,; J,*M). 
As for the differentials 
d;+,,q:Hq(G,-p-,; J;+$WH&-,; J,*Mh 
they are induced by the boundary maps 
P+’ 
a= C (-l)‘+‘ai:Kr+l+K~, 
i=l 
In particular, 
P+l P+l 
de,+ I= J, (- lY+ ‘aieP+ 1 - - i& (- l)i+‘eP. gP+’ 
where g,!” ’ E G, is the permutation matrix corresponding to the cyclic permutation 
(i,i+l,i+2 ,..., p+l)EZ,,. It follows that d~+,,,=C~~‘=+,‘(-l)‘+‘H,(J,I(gP+’)) 
where l(gpf’) denotes the left action of g,!“’ on M. If M happens to be a trivial 
G,-module (i.e., trivial G,-action), then I(g,!‘+‘) =id for all i, p. In summary we 
have shown 
Proposition 4.1. Let n 2 a 1 m + 2, d = [+(n - a- l)], and assume HU,, is d- 
connected. Then there is a first quadrant homology spectral sequence converging to 
0, with 
E&=H,(G,,_,; J,M) for OIpld+2, 
and dL+l,q= Cf:I1 (-l)i’lH,(J,I(gP+l)) for O<pld+ 1. If M is a trivial G,- 
module, then 
d’ 
0 if p is odd, 
p+l,q’ H,(J, id) if p is even. 
Homology stability for {G,} with trivial coefficients can be derived easily from 
this spectral sequence. We will not bother doing so, however, since the same result 
will follow as a corollary of the more general case of twisted coefficients. For this 
we need a relative spectral sequence which relates H,(G,,M) to H,(G,+ ,,M’) 
where M’ is a left G, + ,- module. Our construction of this spectral sequence closely 
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follows that of Van der Kallen [7, $31 to whom to refer the reader for more details. 
Let I: G,-+G,+r be the upper left inclusion map, and suppose @ : M+M’ is a 
homomorphism, linear with respect to I. We define the relative homology groups 
H*(G,+ I, G,; M:M) as follows. Let F, -+A4 be a resolution of M by free G,- 
modules and F* + M’ be a resolution of M’ by free G, + r-modules. Then @ extends 
to a map of chain complexes f* : F* +F* which is linear with respect to I, and hence 
induces a chain map id @ @* : Z arc, F*-+Z &o,+ ,F6. The relative homology 
groups (with respect to I and @) are defined to be the homology of the mapping cone 
chain complex for idOf*. 
Now consider the double complex K,(A”) arc, F* described above, and the 
corresponding double complex K,(A” + ‘) C&o,+ ,F* for G, + , , M’. The inclusion of 
A” into A”+] as the first n factors induces an I-linear map i* : K,(A”)+K,(A”+‘) 
and hence a map i, Of* of double complexes. Taking the mapping cones of i,@f, 
for each p gives rise to a new double complex. The associated spectral sequences can 
be analyzed as above to give 
Proposition 4.2. Let IZL a? m + 2, d = [+(n -a- l)], and assume both HU,, and 
Hurl., are d-connected. Then there is a first quadrant homology spectral sequence 
converging to 0 with 
E;,q=KJG,+~-p, G,_,; J,*M: J,*M) for O<psd+2, 
and dj+,,q= CyT’=‘,’ (- l)‘+‘ai, O<p<d+ 1, where ai is induced by the commutative 
diagram 
(L&f+‘)) 
Cc,-,- ,, J;+ &f- (Cpr J,*M) 
K @) CL @) 
1 LA 4&y + ’ )) 1 
(Gep, J;+ 44’) - (G, + 1 sp, J,*M’) 
Following the terminology first introduced by Dwyer [6], we define a coeffi- 
cient system for {G, jnZO to be a sequence Q = {Q,, F, jnzO such that Q, is a left 
G,-module and F,, : Q, + Q, + I is a homomorphism linear with respect to the upper 
left inclusion I : G, + G, + , . Given such a Q, define the shifted coefficient system 
ZQ by (_ZQ),= J:(,Q,+~) with connecting maps F,, as for Q (shifted so that 
(-Q), + CQ), + I is given by F, + I ). A coefficient system Q is called central if the 
image of Q~_~ under F,_, o F,, _2 is pointwise fixed under I(g,“-r), the left action of 
the permutation matrix g,“_, E G, . (Recall that g,!’ corresponds to the cyclic 
permutation (i, i + 1, . . . , p).) For a central coefficient system, the maps r,= 
I(g;+ ‘)o F,, : en-* J&,+ ,) are G,-linear and commute with the Fi’S (since gp” = 
g,“g,“’ ‘) and thus define a map of coefficient systems r : Q +ZQ. We say that Q 
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splits if r injective and is a sum of and a system 
AQ z coker r. Finally, we define a central coefficient system of degree k inductively 
as follows. When k<O we mean Q=O. When kz0 we mean that ,Q is central, that 
Q splits, and that AQ is central of degree k- 1. It is easily verified that if Q is central 
of degree k, then so is ZQ. 
Remark. Under the hyperbolic map H: GL, (A) --t G, via g H g@ (g*))‘, a coeffi- 
cient system Q for {G, } can be viewed as a coefficient system for { GL, (A)} in the 
sense of Dwyer and Van der Kallen. It is obvious that Q is central for {G,} if and 
only if it is central for { GL, (A)}, but it is possible for Q to split as a collection of 
GL,-modules but not as a collection of G,-modules. 
Examples. The following are examples of finite degree coefficient systems for 
{G,1. 
(1) A central coefficient system Q is of degree 0 if and only if T is an isomorphism. 
In particular, any trivial coefficient system, Q, =M, F,, = id with trivial G,-action 
for all n, is central of degree 0. 
(2) Let Q, =A”@ (A”)* with the obvious (left) action of G, =Aut(H(A”)) and let 
F,, be the map induced by the inclusion of A” into A”+ ’ as the first n factors. Then 
e={e,,F,) s 1 i c early central and splits, and AQ is a trivial coefficient system. So 
Q is central of degree 1. 
(3) Let Q, =End(A”@ (A”)*) = the additive group of (2n x 2n)-matrices over A, 
with G,-action, g+ M=gMg*. Let F,, be the ‘upper left’ inclusion map induced by 
viewing A” as the first n factors in A”+ ‘. Then Q = {Q,, F,} is central and ZQ splits 
as a direct sum _ZQ = Q @ (Q’)~ @ (Q~)~ where (Q’)~ is the sum of 4 copies of the coef- 
ficient system of example (2) and (Q~)~ is 4 copies of the trivial system @A = {A, id}. 
It follows that Q is central of degree 2. 
(4) If A is a commutative ring and Q is as in example (2), then 
is central of degree k. This follows by a simple induction on k. (If the involution 
on A is trivial, then Q* is naturally isomorphic to the coefficient system of example 
(3)) 
We now prove our main stability theorem. For a coefficient system Q = {Q,, F,,}, 
we denote by rell(@) the relative homology group Hi(G,+ i, G,; Q,, i, Q,) defined 
with respect to the upper left inclusion 1: G,+ G,, 1 and the I-linear homomor- 
phism F,,:Q,+Q,,+,. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose a 1 m + 2 is such that HU,, is +(n -a - 1)-connected for all n, 
and suppose Q is a coefficient system for (G, > which is central of degree k. Then 
rel,!‘(e)=O for nr2i+k+a. 
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Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on i and k. For k< 0 or i < 0 the theorem 
is trivial. Fix kr 0, iz 0, and assume that for any central coefficient system Q of 
degree I, rel,“(e) = 0 for all n 2 2q + I+ a providing (i) I < k or (ii) q < i and I = k. 
Now suppose Q is central of degree k and n ?2i + k + a. Set d = [+(n - a - l)] and con- 
sider the spectral sequence of Proposition 4.2 with M= Q,, and M’= Q, + , . We have 
Ed,,=rel,“-P (Zpe) for Ospsd+2. 
Since _Zp@ is central of degree k, the induction hypothesis implies that Ej,4 = 0 pro- 
viding n -p 2 2q + k + a, p I d + 2, and q < i. This is the case, in particular, when 
p+qci+l, q<i. It follows that E&=Ec;=O, so d”j:rel~-l(C&+relr(~) must 
be surjective. Moreover, by hypothesis, AQ is central of degree k- 1, so by induc- 
tion relr - ‘(A@) = rel:(&) = rely+, (A@) = 0. Thus T induces a surjection rel:- ‘(,Q) -
rely I(&) and an isomorphism relr (e) = relr (Ze). 
Next consider the relative spectral sequence for (G,+2, G,, ,; Q,+~,Q,+ ‘). In this 
case, Ed, 4 = rel,” ’ ’ -p (Zp~)=O for p+q<i+2, q<i, so E&=E&=O. It follows 
that 
I I 
0 + rely + ‘(Q) 2 relr (Ze) p2.1 rely ‘(Z2e) 
is exact. We claim that dd,; is the zero map so d:,; is an isomorphism. To see this, 
first note that r’, o TV ' : @, _ ' -+&I,_' induces a SUrjeCtiOn T*: rel; “-‘(Q) --H relp- ‘(_Z*Q) 
by the same argument as above, so it suffices to show that di, ;o~* =O. From Pro- 
position 4.2 we know that di,; is the difference of two maps, one induced by 
(J, I&:)) and the other by (J, 1(g:>) = (J, id). But 
T,oT,_,=l(g;-')o~,~f(g~)~~,_,=~(g;+'g~)~~,~~,_,, 
so 
1(g:)0T,oT,~,=f(g:gr+'gr)oF,oF,_'=l(gr+'g:gr+')oF,oF,~,. 
By definition of central, I(g:+ ‘) acts trivially on the image of F,,oF,_ 1, hence 
I(g~)oT,oT,_' =T,oT,~'. It follows that d&oe*=O. In summary, we have maps 
relr - ’ (e) JZ+ relr - ’ (2~) -+++ relr (Q) $ rely (ZQ) -$ rel;‘+ l(e). 
It now follows from a diagram chase of long exact homology sequences (or directly 
from [7, Lemma 5. lo]) that rel/+ ‘(Q) = 0 and hence also relr (Q) = 0. This completes 
the induction. Cl 
In the case where A4 is an abelian group and Q = {M, id} is the trivial coefficient 
system, Q is central of degree 0, so Theorem 4.3 specializes to 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose a 2 m + 2 is such that HU,, is j(n - a - I)-connected for all n. 
Then for any abelian group M, the map 
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Z,:Hj(G,;M)~Hi(G,+l;M) 
induced by the upper left inclusion is surjective providing n 2 2i + a and bijective 
providing n z2i + a + 1. 
Corollary 4.5. Zf A is a Dedekind domain (resp. PZD), then 
Z, : Hi(G,,; M)+K(G,,+,,W 
is surjective for n z2i+ 5 (resp. n ?2i+ 4) and bijective for n L 2i+ 6 (resp. 
n22i+5). 
We end with the remark that most of the discussion in this section can be carried 
out in the more general setting of (P, q)=any hyperbolic module of rank zm, 
Gi = Aut((P, q) 0 H(Anem)). In particular, for M an untwisted coefficient group, 
one can show that under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, H;(G,P; M) + Hi(G,P+ 1 ; M) 
is surjective for n 2 2i + a and bijective for n 2 2i + a + 1. (This is most easily derived 
from the nonrelative spectral sequence of Proposition 4.1.) We leave the details to 
the reader. 
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